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Raman heterodyne studies of velocity diffusion effects in radio-frequency-laser double resonance
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We report new results on the effect of collisions on radio-frequency (rfl -laser double resonances in

an atomic vapor under conditions of velocity-selective optical pumping. Our experiments are per-

formed on Zeeman resonances in the 4f 6si'F~ 4f6—6s 6p 7FO transition in samarium vapor in the

presence of rare-gas perturbers (He, Ne, Ar, Xe). The collisional relaxation of the rf-generated sub-

level coherence is studied using Raman heterodyne detection; this recently introduced spectroscopic

technique is capable of separately yielding signal contributions originating from optically resonant

and off-resonant atoms. The corresponding measurements clearly reveal that velocity-changing col-

lisions (VCC) can completely determine the characteristics of the rf-laser double-resonance signals.

Our experimental findings on the linewidths and line shapes of the rf resonances are in satisfactory

quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions that are based on a novel four-level density-

matrix calculation; here a Keilson-Storer collision kernel is used to describe the velocity diffusion

processes. The comparison of calculated and measured results also permits us to derive cross sec-

tions for VCC and depolarizing collisions; moreover, information on the spectrum of the velocity

changes connected with alignment-preserving collisions can be obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of collision effects in laser spectroscopy is in
general only possible by taking into account the collisional
perturbations of both the atomic internal state and the
atomic velocities. In a Doppler-broadened optical transi-
tion, "velocity-changing collisions" (VCC) can easily
change the Doppler shift of the active atoms with respect
to the velocity-selective driving laser field while preserv-

ing the optical preparation of the internal atomic state;
this fact has been shown to significantly modify the sig-
nals obtained in saturation and polarization spectroscopy,
and in photon-echo experiments. s As a result of such
studies, it is now widely accepted for a variety of spectro-
scopic techniques that the consideration of VCC effects is

crucial for the proper interpretation of experiments where

collisions might play a role. Only very little information,
however, exists on the influence of VCC on the line

shapes of radio-frequency (rf) -laser double-resonance sig-

nals; here a detailed knowledge on VCC is also desirable

because double-resonance experiments are often per-

formed in an atomic or molecular gas in a buffer-gas at-

mosphere, i.e., in the presence of foreign-gas perturbers.
In the present work we report a systematic experimental
and theoretical study on the role of velocity-changing col-
lisions in a rf-optical double-resonance experiment under

conditions of velocity-selective laser excitation.
Typically, the techniques of radio-frequency-optical

double resonance rely on the resonant excitation of transi-
tions between closely spaced sublevels by means of a
radio-frequency (rfl field; the light fleld is used to create
the nonequilibrium population of the sublevels ("optical
pumping") that is required for rf excitation, and to detect
the rf-induced changes in the optical properties of the
sample. Since the obtained resolution of the substate ener-

gy splitting is neither limited by the Doppler broadening
of the optical transition nor by broadband optical excita-
tion, the initial development of rf-optical double reso-
nance spectroscopy has been possible with the use of in-

coherent broadband light sources. Here, the measured
linewidths were frequently determined by the radiative
lifetime of the sublevels or by the average time between
two depolarizing collisions; as a result of the incoherent
optical excitation, the time rate of collisional velocity
changes was insignificant.

The situation can change drastically, however, for the
case of velocity-selective laser excitation: If the optical
pumping process and the optical detection of the rf reso-
nance are both reduced to one velocity subgroup of the
Doppler-broadened atomic ensemble, the time between
subsequent collisional velocity changes limits the time in-
terval of experimental observation of the rf-driven atoms.
Thus, the resulting rf resonance linewidths can be directly
related to the time rate of VCC. In a recent experiment, it
has in fact been shown that Zeeman coherence-preserving,
velocity-changing collisions can determine the characteris-
tics of rf-laser double-resonance signals;" here the clear
isolation of the influence of VCC was possible by compar-
ing the signal contributions of optically resonant and off-
resonant atoms with the use of a coherent Raman hetero-
dyne detection technique.

The purpose of this paper is to relate a number of the
details of 1&suan heterodyne detection of rf resonances in
the gas phase. We especially analyze the potential and the
limitations of this new detection scheme for the study of
collision effects in double-resonance spectroscopy. For
our experiment, we consider an inhomogeneously
broadened, oman-split J=1~J' =0 transition; this
atomic model system allows for a detailed theoretical
description and, most importantly, it can be realized ex-
perimentally. In particular, the effect of collisional ve-
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locity diffusion on the rf resonance line shapes of the Ra-
man heterodyne signals can be easily calculated thus per-
mitting a direct comparison of experimental results and
theoretical predictions. It will be shown that the rf reso-
nance signals contain information on the rate constants
for VCC and depolarizing collisions as well as on charac-
teristic values for the collisional velocity changes. In
principle, the knowledge of these parameters allows an in-
sight in the mechanisms governing the collisional relaxa-
tion of Zeeman sublevels. s'9

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
introduce the basic features of our experimental tech-
nique. A theoretical description for the effects of col-
lisions on the line shapes of the Raman heterodyne signals
is given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we describe our experiment
and display the experimental results obtained for a
J=1~J'=0 transition in atomic Sm vapor and various
rare-gas collision partners. In Sec. V an analysis of the
measured data and the comparison with theoretical pre-
dictions is used to derive initial values for the relevant col-
lisional parameters. A critical summary and outlook is
given in Sec. VI.

II. PRINCl:PI 8 OP EXPERIMENT

The schematic of our experimental arrangement and
the basic coherent Raman process for the studied case of a
Zeeman-split J=1—J =0 transition are shown in Fig. 1.
The laser field Eo of frequency roE is polarized parallel to
a transverse static magnetic field Se that lifts the
ground-state Zeeman-level degeneracy. The field Eo only
drives the optical ir transition (m —m'=0); resonant opti-
cal absorption and isotropic spontaneous ronnission there-
by induce a transfer of the m =0 population to the
m =+1 levels for atoms of the optically resonant velocity

z
A

subgroup. In the limit of slow ground-state relaxation,
this velocity-selective optical pumping process efficiently
produces an alignment in the J= 1 manifold. A rf field
of frequency coH whose 8 vector is polarized along the
light beam axis now resonantly excites

~

b,m
~

= 1 sublevel
coherences; via a two-photon process, the simultaneous
presence of the light field Eo gives rise to coherent, co-
propagating Raman sidebands E+ with frequencies
coE+r0H. The Stokes (E ) and anti-Stokes (E+) fields
follow the selection rules of cr and cr+ radiation, respec-
tively. As a consequence, E+ and E are linearly polar-
ized in a direction that is perpendicular to 80 and to the
polarization of the driving light field Eo. A polarization
analyzer in front of the photodetector is used to project
carrier and orthogonally polarized sidebands of the Ra-
man signal field along a common direction; at the photo-
diode, the strong optical carrier finally serves as a local
oscillator for heterodyne detection of the Raman side-
bands. The corresponding rf beat signal of frequency
AH

——
~
coE (eiz+e—iH)

~

is detected by a phase-sensitive,
narrow-bandwidth rf lock-in amplifier.

The modulation structure of the resulting field ED(t) in
front of the photodetector deserves a special discussion.
In general, the Raman signal field emerging from the
sample cell consists of two components which can be
characterized by a phase relationship between carrier and
Raman sidebands corresponding to the cases of pure am-
plitude (AM) and frequency (FM) modulation (see Fig. 2).
With the superposition of Ea and E+ by means of an
analyzer, these AM and FM components lead to an ampli-
tude and frequency modulation of the detector field
En(t), respectively. The heterodyne beat signal of a
phase-insensitive, square-law photodetector now is con-
nected only with the AM component of the Raman signal
field and it can therefore be termed "AM Raman hetero-
dyne signal" (AM-RHS). The complementary detection
mode that isolates the FM-RHS can be realized by intro-
ducing a constant additional phase shift of 8= n /2 for Eo
with respect to E+. Figure 2 shows that this converts the
FM component of the Raman signal field into amplitude

Laser
(b)

FIG. 1. (a) Experimental scheme. A, polarization analyzer;
PD, photodetector; 80, static magnetic field. The A, /4 plate is
inserted with its main axes parallel to the polarization directions
of Eo and E+ and is used only for the detection of the FM-RHS
(see text). (b) Energy-level diagram for a Zeeman split
J= 1 —J' =0 transition, showing the coherent Raman process.

FIG. 2. Phase vectors of laser field Eo(t) and frequency-

shifted Raman sidebands E+(t),E (t) in a reference frame ro-

tating with frequency &ATE for the cases of pure frequency (FM)
and amplitude modulation (AM) of the superposition field

E~(t). It can be seen that a constant phase shift of 8=+/2 of
Eo with respect to E+ and E converts FM to AM, and vice

versa. If laser and Raman sideband fields have orthogonal po-
larization directions, this phase shift can be realized with a k/4
plate (see text).
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modulation, and vice versa. In our experiment, the re-

quired phase retardation in the Raman signal field can
easily be obtained with a A, /4 plate in front of the
analyzer as indicated in Fig. 1(a).

The separate study and comparison of AM- and FM-
RHS is essential for the analysis of collision effects in our
double-resonance experiment. To illuminate this point,
we see in Fig. 3(a) an outline of the expected velocity dis-
tribution of rf-excited atoms; in the presence of collisions,
the shape of this distribution is determined by the col-
lisional redistribution of atomic velocities during the
velocity-selective optical pumping and rf excitation pro-
cesses. It can be seen from Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) that the
AM-RHS is in our case sensitive only to optically
resonant atoms whose Doppler shift with respect to the
laser field is smaller than the homogeneous optical
linewidth. Here, the optical pumping and the detection of
the rf-excited sublevel coherence are equally reduced to
one small velocity subgroup of the atomic ensemble. In
contrast to this, the dispersive shape of the FM-RHS
detection sensitivity shown in Fig. 3(c) implies that the
contributions of optically resonant atoms are nearly com-
pletely canceled out in the observation of a velocity aver-

age. The detected FM-RHS therefore mainly arises from
the asymmetry of the optically off-resonant wings of the
distribution shown in Fig. 3(a); for an optical excitation of
atoms with nonzero velocities, this asymmetry is due to
rf-excited atoms that are partially thermalized by VCC.

It follows that colhsions will affect the rf resonance
linewidths of AM- and FM-RHS in a different manner:

The AM-RHS linewidth depends on the average time in-
terval between taro collisions that either depolarize or lead
to velocity changes being sufficiently strong to take the
active atoms in and out of optical resonance. In contrast,
the linewidth of the FM-RHS can be expected to be deter-
mined by the time constants of collisional depolarization
and of velocity thermalization. The comparison of AM-
and FM-RHS thus allows one to study the influence of
collisional velocity diffusion on optically detected rf reso-
nance line shapes. In turn, the measured AM- and FM-
RHS linewidths can be used to obtain quantitative infor-
mation on both depolarizing and sublevel coherence-
preserving, velocity-changing collisions.

III. THEORY

In this section AM- and FM-RHS are calculated with
the use of a density-matrix formalism that describes the
time evolution of the atomic ensemble in the presence of a
laser field and a magnetic rf field. In a perturbative treat-
ment, the corresponding equations of motion are solved
under steady-state conditions. Here, the effects of
velocity-selective optical pumping and of collisions of the
active atoms with foreign "perturber" atoms are taken
into account with the explicit inclusion of the collisional
velocity diffusion of optically pumped atoms. The result-
ing theoretical predictions for the influence of VCC on
the rf resonance line shapes of AM- and FM-RHS are dis-
cussed.

A. Basic equations

The atomic vapor contained in the sample cell simul-
taneously interacts with an optical field of frequency ~z,

n (v)

Eo ~ i(a@Et—kx)
Bo(r, t):— e,e E +c.c. ,

2

and with a magnetic rf field of frequency AH,

~H ~ loPHt
BH(t) = e,e H +cc.X

(3.1)

(3.2)

AM(v)

0-

FICk. 3. (a) Outline of the velocity distribution of rf excited
atoms n, (u) under conditions of velocity-selective optical pump-

ing, showing the case of a partial thermalization of n, (u) due to
VCC. It is assumed that the laser is tuned to the high-frequency
wing (kuo &0) of the thermal velocity distribution N(u). (b), (c}
Velocity-dependent detection sensitivities SAM(u) and SFM(u) of
AM and FM Raman heterodyne detection. I denotes the
homogeneous optical linewidth (H%'HM). The measured Ra-
man heterodyne signals are proportional to the velocity-
integrated products S~M(u)n, (u) and SFM(u)n, (u), respectively.

2m.e
NH (QQ)E, Q)H (( L (3.3)

The atomic Hamiltonian A is assumed to include the
atom-field interaction semiclassically in the dipole ap-
proximation,

0+~I
4 I = ItE +(r,t) pH. BH—(t), —

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

where p,E and p, H are the electric and magnetic dipole

In (3.1), we neglect the limited transverse dimensions of
the experimental laser field. As a consequence, we will
proceed without an ab initio calculation of, e.g., transit-
time effects or signal features that can result from the
propagation of laser and Raman sideband fields with fi-
nite beam diameters. 'o

The spatial phase variation of the magnetic rf field is
ignored in (3.2) because its wavelength is assumed to be
much larger than the optical wavelength and the length I.
of the optical interaction region:
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moment operators, respectively. In the basis of eigen-

states Ii & as given in Fig. 1(b), the nonvanishing matrix
elements H]i ——(i I

P
I j & are easily calculated .With gs

denoting Lande's factor and with ]M]t defining Bohr's

magneton, the matrix elements can be written in the form

ap, , (u)
=0,

]3t

Bp,j.(u)

dt
=0 (i&j) . (3.10)

tion (RWA), which neglects nonresonant terms, the sta-
tionary solutions of (3.8) are now characterized by

044 ——fiQg,

H33 0$ $ gJpgBo AQH

i (cuEt —kx)
Hz4 —— APE—e +C.c. ,

(3.5a}

(3.5b)

(3.5c)

In the case of a thermal velocity distribution, the calculat-
ed macroscopic density-matrix elements are normalized
through the condition

g &p;;(u)&= f N(u)du= N—, (3.11)
EcoH t

H]z =Hz3 = —]]lPtte +c.c. , (3.5d)

with the optical and magnetic dipole coupling strengths

&o Eo
PE-=]z4-=„&2lvE e, 14&

2R 2][I

&8 &8
Ptt =— p]z= &1 I@a'ex I

2& ~

2 2

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

(3.7a)

For the further calculations, we will use a representation
of wave functions" that yields the following dipole matrix
elements:

where ( & denotes the velocity integration, N the nutnber
density, and N ( u) the one-dimensional Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution

t

N(u) = exp (3.12)
Ku Q

l

Here u =(2ktt Time )'~ denotes the most probable
thermal speed being determined by Boltzmann's constant
ktt, absolute temperature T, and mass of active atoms
Pig.

~.=} =-&1 iu, l4&=-- - pv'2

Pi2=PZ& =923=932=Pa .

1. Density matrix-formalism

(3.7b}

(3.7c)

2. Calculation ofRoman heterodyne signals

Let us now consider the generation of the Raman side-
bands E+ and the heterodyne dete:tion of the correspond-
ing AM and FM components of the Raman signal field.
The frequency-shifted Raman polarization is of the fortn

If radiation-induced changes of the atomic velocities
and collective effects such as radiation trapping are
neglected, the density-matrix equations of motion for an
atomic ensemble moving with velocity v are given by'

p ( )
~ ] (p l[]ops+]QH]] —kx}

I [(mE —cd )t —kx]+P e )+c.c. , (3.13)

Bp(r, v, t) +v Vp(r, v, t) and it is related to the optical coherence amplitudes p~4
and pq4 by

[P (r, t—),p(r, v, t)]+ I I . (3.8)
P+ =i ~2isE &p]4&, (3.14a}

The curly brackets on the right-hand side of (3.8)
represent the phenomenological addition of relaxation and
transport terms that will be carried out below. A solution
of (3.8) is facilitated if the nondiagonal density-matrix ele-

ments p]z,pzz ("Hertzian" coherence' ) and p]4,pz4, pz4
("optical" coherence} are written in the field-interaction
representation (u =v e„):

p, z(r, v, t ) =p]z(u)e (3.9a)

l'- =t ~&pE(pz4& ~ (3.14b)

This polarization acts as a source term in Maxwell's wave
equation. For an optically thin sample, with the condi-
tions of (3.3), and in the limit of slowly varying field en-
velopes, the amplitudes of the Raman sidebands are given
by

l6tla t
pzz(r, v, t )=pzz(u)e (3.9b)

and

i[(a)E+coa )t —kx]
p]4(r, v, t ) =p]g(u)e (3.9c)

. kI. kL ]ME
E+ = i P+ =— (p]4&,2' &o v (3.15a)

i(a&Et —kx)
pz4(r, v, t )=pz4(u)e

i [(cuE —
AH )t —kx]

pz4(r, v, t) =pz4(u)e

(3.9d)

(3.9e)

. kfE = —i P2'
kr PE~ &pz4& . (3.15b)

The h,m =2 sublevel coherence p» will not be considered
here since it is important only for the calculation of rf
saturation effects. Within the rotating-wave approxima-

The resulting Raman sideband field 8+(r, t} is co-

propagating with the o~hogonally pol~zed laser field

(3.4). It has the form
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E ( )
m I (E ~(i~g+~H ~~ kx}

t [(APE —670 )f —kx)+E e }+c.c. (3.16}

For the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1(a), the total re-
sulting field in front of the photodetector ED(t) can now
be calculated. We describe the action of retardation plate
and analyzer with the use of a Jones-Matrix formalism'
and obtain

E ( )",
E (t)—=

En(t)e 2 sing cog
sing c~ 1 0 Eo

(3.17)

With (3.17},we take into account that the orthogonally polarized laser and Raman sideband fields can be mutually phase
shifted by an angle 8 through the retardation plate and that they are then projected in a common direction by an analyzer
inserted under an angle P to allow for interference. To consider the role of the retardation plate in our detection scheme,
we now first discuss the case 8=0 (no phase retardation).

8=0: In this case, (3.17) can be reduced to the form
r

ED(t)= ,'cos—p(e,cosp+e„sing)E0 1+ [Re(mAMe ")+iRe(mFMe ")] e +c c.
c

(3.18)

The modulation parameters rnAM and mFM here describe a corresponding amplitude and frequency modulation of the
detector field En(t) with frequency to+ (Nt AM til FM ((1). With the use of (3.15), m AM and IFM can directly be related
to different linear combinations of density-matrix elements:

kL, ~, «., &+«,.&

~AM (3.19a)

(3.19b)

We note that for 8=0, the heterodyne beat signal of a square-law photodetector is connected only with m „M (AM-RHS)
since the detector is not sensitive to the optical phase.

8&0: For nonzero values of 8, the FM-RHS connected with m FM can also be monitored. In this case, the heterodyne

beat signal derived from (3.17) is of the form

~
ED

~
beai=2EOS1np cospI Eocos8[Re(rnAM )cos(coHt)+ Im(mAM )sin(coHt))

—Eosin8[Re(m FM )cos(coH t) + Im(m FM )sin(eoH t )] I . (3.20)

It can be seen that for 8= (2n + 1)ir/2 (n =1,2, 3, . . .}, the
detector signal is determined only by mFM. As a conse-
quence, the F}M-RHS can be isolated by inserting a A, /4
plate in front of the analyzer as indicated in Fig. 1(a).

Equation (3.20) also shows that AM and FM rf beat
signals can contain in-phase [cos(t0Ht)] and quadrature
[sin(catt t)] components with respect to the driving rf field.
They are related to the real and imaginary parts of the
modulation parameters, respectively. According to (3.19),
the phase-sensitive detection of AM- and FM-RHS thus
can yield the complete information on the atomic time
evolution as contained in the complex optical coherence
amplitudes p~4 and pq4.

B. Calculation of rf resanance line shapes

The calculation of the rf resonance line shapes of AM-
and FM-RHS requires a solution of (3.8).
teristics of this solution are in turn determined by the
structure of the relaxation terms of (3.8), w»ch will be

specified now to describe the effects of spontaneous emis-
sion, thermal motion of the active atoms through the opti-
cal interaction region, and of collisions with perturber
atoms.

In the treatment of collisional relaxation, we consider
here the effect of both depolarizing collisions and VCC on
the ground-state manifold. This can be done by introduc-
ing in (3.8) appropriate relaxation and transport terms
that result in semiclassical transport equations for
ground-state population difference and Hertzian coher-
ence. The velocity diffusion of the excited-state popula-
tion density p44(U) is neglected since the lifetime of the op-
tically excited state is assumed to be much shorter than
the ground-state lifetime. Furthermore, we also neglect
the diffractive contributions in the collisional scattering of
the atomic optical dipoles, which in general is well justi-
fied in case of continuous wave (cw) optical excitation. '

The collisional dephasing of the optical dipoles that leads
to a pressure broadening of the homogeneous optical
linewidth is taken into account by a corresponding damp-
ing constant for the macroscopic optical coherence.
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l. Equations of motion in the presence of collisions

With the use of the rotating-wave approximation, sim-

ple steady-state density-matrix equations noir can be de-

rived from (3.8). We define the rf and optical tuning pa-

rameters by and obt»«rom (3.8) the following equations:

(3.21a)

(3.21b)

("'o "—'I')—P24(o) =I3E[P44(o) P22(—U)]+13H [pi4(o)+p34(U)]

I 4(344(U) =iPE [p24(U) —p42(U)),

(ys+yv«)P22(U) =tl4[P42(» P24(—»1+i'PH [Pi2(» —P2i(i))+P32(U) P23(U)]

I4 Vg+ P~(o)+ &(U)+ J Wo'~U)P22(o')dU',
3 3

r
(ys+yvcc)Pii(U) =iPa[P2i(&) —Pi2(U)]+

3
P44(U)+ &(U)+ f ~(U' U)Pii(U')dU',

((((H+)', +)'vcc)pu( ) (UPH=(p (~) 2p»(U—)] ipzp—w(U)+ l Iv(U' U)p„(U')dU',

«Uo kU+~H——iI')pi. (U) = leap 2(U—)+PHP24(U) .

(3.22a)

(3.22b)

(3.22c)

(3.22d)

(3.22e)

(3.22f)

The three remaining equations that determine p33(u),
p32(u), and p34(u) are identical to Eqs. (3.22d—(3.22fl if
b H is replaced by —6H in (3.22e} and (3.22f). This leads
to the symmetry relations

P33(U) =Pi i(U),

P32(U ~H) =P»(U, ~a),

P34(O ~H ) ~p 14( U ~H ) '

(3.23a)

(3.23b)

(3.23c)

In (3.22a)—(3.22fl, I 4 is the rate of isotropic spontaneous
decay for the population of the optically excited state, and
I =I 4/2+1, denotes the natural and collision-induced
decay of optical coherence. The relaxation to thermal
equilibrium of the ground-state sublevel population densi-
ties and of Hertzian coherence due to depolarizing col-
lisions and thermal motion is described by the decay rate

ys. The collisional velocity diffusion of the optically
pumped, rf-driven atoms out of and into a given velocity
subgroup is described through the terms containing the
VCC rate constant yvcc and the collision kernel
8'(U'~U)„respectively; here, yvoo gives the overall time
rate of the collisions described by 8'(U'~u). All rate
constants are assumed to be speed independent.

In Eqs. (3.22c)—(3.22e), the collision kernel W(U'~U}
denotes the velocity-change spectrum connected with non-

depolarizing collisions. This spectrum in general contains
contributions of both coOisional scattering along classical
trajectories and, of quantum-diffractive scattering. To
give a picture for the physically expected shape of
8'(U'~u), we recall that for hard-sphere colhsions, the
classical large-angle scattering and the diffractive small-
angle scattering both contribute about 50% to the total
scattering cross section: The total hard-sphere velocity-
change spectrum consists of a narrow diffractive peak of
an approximate width of

~

u —U'~ ~2itt/(m„b) (b is the
radius of the hard-sphere potential) and of a broad classi-

I

cal pedestal whose width can reach the width of the
thermal velocity distribution of the active atoms. '

In the limit of a small anisotropy of the collision poten-
tial for both diffractive and classical collisions, a shape
similar to the hard-sphere VCC spectrum can also be ex-
pectixl for the velocity-change spectrum connected with
nondepolarizing collisions, W(U'~u). However, for the
theoretical analysis of our experiment, we will neglect the
diffractive enhancement of the small-angle contributions
in W(u —u): This seems to be justified since for typical
active atom-perturber systems, the effect of diffractive
collisions in cw experiments can be expected to be rather
small due to the natural linewidth-limited velocity resolu-
tion of such experiments. ' Moreover, the effect even of a
large number of diffractive velocity changes can be effi-
ciently masked if the ground-state sublevel coherence is
partially preserved in large-angle scattering events.

In the further calculation, W(U'~U) will be represented
by the phenomenological Keelson-Storer collision kernel'6
that is of the simple analytical form

II (O' U) =yvcc[m(hu )'] '~ exp

2
U —(XV

hu=(1 —a )'i u, 0&a&1.
(3.24a)

(3.24b)

The Keilson-Storer kernel can be used as a good approxi-
mation for the nondiffractive part of the hard-sphere col-
lision kernel. ' The kernel (3.24) corresponds to a Gauss-
ian spectrum of velocity changes centered at U —au'=0,
with a width corresponding to a rms velocity change of

i
U —U'i =l(tu/v 2.

2. Perturbation solution

We can now perform a perturbation solution of (3.22)
and (3.23} to calculate the optical coherence amplitudes
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PF. Pg PH P(2 PE P)4
P22~P24~ P22 —P» '~

p&4
P22 P33

(3.25)

The excitation steps described by this chain can be easily
interpreted as an optical pumping proctors that produces a
ground-state population difference (longitudinal align-
ment) through resonant absorption and spontaneous re
emission, an excitation of Hertzian coherence (oscillating

I

p,4(u) and p3q(u) that determine the RMnan heterodyne
signals. In analogy to nonlinear processes involving two
optical fields, different "perturbation chains"' have to be
taken into account also in the perturbative treatment of
the considered rf-laser double resonance process. It can be
shown, however, that in the limit of a.strongly Doppler-
broadened optical transition (ku » I } and of a long-lived
ground state (rg ~I ), significant signal contributions
only arise from the following perturbation chain:"

transversal alignment) by the rf field, and a coherent Ra-
man process that leads to the frequency-shifted coherent
Raman emission driven by p~4 and pq4. %'e now calculate
AM- and FM-RHS according to the formal way described
by (3.25). From (3.22a) and (3.22b), it follows that the
velocity-selective optical excitation leads to a population
density p44(u) given by

N(u} 2I' Pz
I 4 (kuo —ku) + I

(3.26)

For rvcc ——0 (no collisional velocity changes), the velocity
distribution of the ground-state population difference
pD(u} —pii(u) —p22(u) is proportional to the one of p44(u).
In the presence of VCC, however, the velocity distribution
of optically pumped atoms pD(u) is also determined by
velocity diffusion. From (3.22c) and (3.22d), we can
derive a transport equation that describes the steady-state
velocity distribution of pa(u):

(r, +rvcc)pn(u)=I ~~(u)+rvcct~(»)'] ' ' J exp
U —QU

pD(u')du' . (3.27)

With PHpn(u) as the source term, a similar expression is obtained from (3.22e) for the resonant excitation of Hertzian
coherence:

(i~e+rg+rvcc)pi2(»= i'PHD(u—)+rvcdir(~u)'] '"J exp— V —QU

hu
pi2(u')du' . (3.28)

I4
pD(u) = U ~UP44 U U

Vg+ Vvcc
(3.29a)

piz(u) =—
~2 U~UPg U U

«4+Xg+Xvcc

We solve the above integral equations by iteration; adopt-
ing a formalism used in Ref. 12, the solutions of (3.27)
and (3.28) can be written in the form

E„(u,u')=[nu (1—a ")]

(u —a"u')
g exp

u (1—a") (3.31)

(3.29b)

3 VCC

n =], Xg+ YVCC

Qiz(u'~u) =5(u —u')

E„(u,u'), (3.30a)

) VCC

n =] ~~&+~g+~vcc
E„(u,u'),

(3.30b}

with the propagators Qn and Q, z given by

QD(u'~u) =5(u —u')

To obtain analytical results for pD(u) and pi&(u), we now
make the approximation kb, u » I for the width of the
collision kernel W(u'~u). Since rvcc gives the total
time rate of collisions described by W(u ~u}, the limit
khu » I implies that rvcc denotes the time rate of col-
lisions that remove the active atoms from optical reso-
nance. %e note that the approximation kAu &&I is justi-
fied only if the contributions of diffractive collisions to
the velocity-change spectrum can be neglected (see above).
Some simple consequences that may arise for cases where
the assumption kh&~I is inadequate will be discussed
later on. For khu » I, the integration of (3.29a) yields

(3.32)

2 n

pD(u) =—2 PE I N (u) n. " rvccz+ —N(uo) g E„(u,uo)rg+rvcc (kuo —ku) +I k &=i r +g3 vcc

Correspondingly, with (3.29b) and (3.32), one obtains in a straightforward calculation the velocity distribution of the rf-
excited sublevel coherence
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2 Pz tPH I N(U) iT
" rvcc

Pi2U =— 2+ N—Uo
3 yg+yvcc t~e+yg+rvcc (kuo —ku) +I' k =1 rg+yvcc

[1+P„(bH}]E„(u,vo)

(3.33}

with

j g+fvcc
i hatt

fg +fvcc
1+H+rg+1 vcc

l

modulation parameters:

kl. PE tPE I —E'h~
P21(U)

uo u 2 Eo (kuo —ku) —(i)'+()uo) )

P„(bH)=n, hH ——0.
This result describes the effect of velocity diffusion and
simultaneous rf excitation on the velocity distribution of
Hertzian coherence. In an intuitive interpretation, the
first term on the right-hand side of (3.33) can be identified
with the contribution of those optically pumped atoms
that have not yet undergone velocity-changing collisions:
Their average interaction time with the rf field is of the
order of 1 l(yg ~yvcc) which leads to a damping constant
of yg+yvcc in the common resonance denominator of
(3.33), and to a correspondingly large rf resonance
linewidth in the signal contribution of this term. We also
note that the summands in the second term of (3.33)
display the average effect of n collisions on the atomic rf
excitation; the related resonance denominators of (3.34}
are raised to the nth power, indicating that the sum terms
show smaller rf resonance linewidths resulting from
longer rf-atom interaction times. The second term in
(3.33) also describes the velocity diffusion of p12(u)
through the factors K„(U,U') whose structure is given by
(3.31). In turns out from (3.31) and (3.33) that the sum-
mands in the second term of (3.33) describe the partially
thermalized, optically off-resonant parts of p12(U): These
contributions that show small rf resonance hnewidths cor-
respond to atoms that have experienced several VCC dur-

ing their rf excitation. It may be noted in this context
that the velocity distribution of rf-excited atoms shown in
Fig. 3(a) displays the velocity dependence of the imagi-
nary part of —p12(U} for aH =0.

3. The resulting modulation depths

It has just been shown how the expected rf resonance
linewidths depend on the probed velocity subgroup, and
hence on the velocity selectivity of the optical detection
process. In our case, the calculation of mAM and mFM
with the use of (3.19), (3.22fl, (3.23b), and (3.23c) directly
yields the velocity selectivities of AM- and FM-RHS. We
obtain the following expressions for the AM and FM

(3.35a)

I z ipE kuo —ku
P21(U)

uo u 2 Eo (kuo —ku)' —((I'+()uo)ol

In the limit of small rf detunings b,H « I, the velocity
integration of (3.35) can easily be carried out with the use
of the u) function,

111(z)=—f dt, Im(z) ~ 0
m' z —t

(3.36)

and its properties

u1 ( —z') =1J'(z),
t2

w'(z)= ——' f,dt=-2zu)(z)+
n (z —t)2 1T

u)(z)=e ' 1+,z~0.2lZ

TT

(3.37a)

(3.37b)

(3.37c)

The expression resulting for the in-phase component of

(3.351)
It turns out that the AM and FM detection sensitivities
given by the second factor in the angular brackets of
(3.35a} and (3.35b} have an absorptive and dispersive
shape, respectively, with regard to the optically resonant
subgroup of velocity Uo. Independent of all approxima-
tions made in the calculation of the RHS, this fact is a
direct consequence of the inherent symmetry present in
the considered type of level system.

It is dear from (3.55a) that the AM-RHS is proportion-
al to the optically resonant part of the sublevel coherence
velocity distribution with a velocity resolution that is re-
lated to the homogeneous optical linewidth. As a result,
the shape of the AM-RHS detection sensitivity is matched
to the no-collision contribution in p12(u) as given by the
first term in (3.33). In contrast, the FM-RHS (3.35b) is
sensitive to the VCC-induced asymmetry in the optically
off-resonant wings of the distribution (3.33). This specific
behavior of AM- and FM-RHS is also illustrated in Fig.
3.

Re(m AM }= — exp
Q

2I.pE Eo 8~ PH

61/2&01)t'I 2 . 2 (rg+rvcc)'+~H

(1 ~2n)1/2 [(y +y )2+t) 2 ]1/2

'n

cos(n6)+ sin(n5)
Kg+3 vcc

(3.38a)
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and Re(mF~) is obtained with the formal replacement of
W„by W„ in (3.38a):

Re(mFM) =[Re(m~M)]~~M

Here5, W„, and W„" aredefinedby

(3.38b)

6=arctan (3.38c)

W„(uo)+i W™(uii)

. I Uo=w (1—a ") ' i +(1—a")
ku u

. I UoRemi + I «ku (3.39)
4

and then finally obtain for Wo and Wo the simple ex-
pressions

Wo (Uo) =1, (3 40a)

2I' o

ku u
(3.40b)

C. Discussion of theoretical results

Our calculations predict that the line shapes of the rf
resonance signals are determined not only by depolarizing
collisions, but also by VCC. We now show how this fact
is reflected in the differences betwo:n AM and FM Ra-
man heterodyne signals. Moreover, the influence of relax-
ation parameters on the line shapes will be discussed in
some detail.

The most obvious difference between AM and FM sig-
nals appears in their dependence on the optical detuning
with respect to the center of the Doppler profile, kuo, in
the case of resonant rf excitation (b,H

——0). Using the
symmetry property (3.37a), Eqs. (3.38a) and (3.38b) can be
written in the form

Re( ~AM ) CAM exp (3.41a)

Vo
Re( ill FM ) =CFM exp

Q
(3.41b)

where the remaining Uo dependence of C~M and CFM is
symmetric in Uo. Thus, the AM- and FM-RHS depend
on the laser detuning kuo analogously to Doppler-
broadened optical absorption and dispersion, respectively.
We note that this behavior is a consequence of the absorp-
tive and dispersive detection sensitivities derived in (3.35).

Let us now consider the dependence of the rf resonance
line shapes of AM- and RM-RHS on the characteristic
parameter 6 =yvcc/y~ that gives the average number of
VCC during the lifetime of the Hertzian coherence. Ex-

(3.38d)

In the limit of a strongly Doppler-broadened optical tran-
sition (ku ~~1 ), one can use the expansion (3.37c) to ap-
proximate

perimentally, this parameter is expected to depend on the
studied system as well as on the density of collision
partners.

(i) 6 =0. This limit is given in the collisionless case if
the decay rate y~ describes the relaxation due to thermal
motion; on the other hand, it can be expected that G =0
also describes the case that the velocity changes connected
with sublevel coherence-preserving collisions are too small
to remove the active atoms from optical resonance
(kb, u « I ). For 6 =0, AM- and FM-RHS are given by
the first term of (3.38a) and (3.38b),

'2
1

Re(mAM)=E 2 2 exp
y2 ++2

2

(3.42a)

l 2I Uo Uo
Re(rn FM ) =K

2 z exp (3.42b)
+QH kQ Q Q

In this approximation, both AM and FM signals show
Lorentzian resonances of width b,~»2 ys [half w——idth at
half maximum (HWHM)]. The amplitude of the FM-
RHS is smaller by the factor 2I /ku (Uo ——u) since it re-
sults only from the slight asymmetry of the optically
pumped velocity packet that is present for Uo&0. It has
to be mentioned, however, that the calculated weak FM-
RHS (3.42b) can be easily masked by small contributions
of the AM-RHS present during FM detection. Such
"crosstalk" may in particular originate from phase shifts
of the local oscillator field Eo with respect to E+ caused
by propagation effects. A non-negligible contribution to
the FM-RHS in the collisionless case can also arise from
radiation-induced velocity changes (photon impact). '

(ii) G & 1. For the AM signal, the first term in (3.38a)
is still dominant which leads to rf resonances of width
b,co&&2——ys+yvcc (see left part of Fig. 4); the broadening
caused by VCC is a result of a velocity diffusion-limited
time of observation of the active atoms and can thus be
understood as a transit-time broadening in velocity space.
In contrast, numerical calculations show that for Uo &u,
the resulting FM linewidth is close to b,coi~2 ys (+10%)——
for a broad range of physically reasonable values of the
parameters 6, I'/ku, and a. This behavior leads us to as-
sume that the linewidth of the FM-RHS is largely in-
dependent of the type of collision kernel that describes the
velocity-change spectrum. VA'th respect to the amplitude
of the weak FM-RHS, we note that its value is increased
for kuo+0 by the partly thermalized, off-resonant parts
of p&2(U) that correspond to the sum terms of (3.38b).

(iii) 6 & 1. Depending on the values of I /ku and a,
the sum terms of (3.38a) now begin to contribute to m&M.
This corresponds to the onset of velocity diffusion direct-
ed back into the resonant velocity subgroup, leading to a
reduction of the AM-RHS broade»ng (~~in & yvcc+ys)
and also to characteristic non-Lorentzian rf resonant line
shapes (see Fig. 5). The calculations show that the effi-
ciency of reverse velocity diffusion in limiting the AM-
RHS linewidths strongly depends on the values of the pa-
rameters a and I /ku. It follows from this that the AM-
RHS rf resonance linewidths can be reduced by a broaden-
ing of the homogeneous optical linewidth for 6) 1; on
the other hand, the AM-RHS linewidths are now also in-
fluenced by the shape of the collision kernel and especially
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single-mode dye ring laser with a short-tiine linewidth of
0.2—1 MHz (HWHM). The approximately Gaussian out-
put beam (diameter for 1/e intensity drop: 1=1 mm)
was attenuated by neutral-density filters and then directed
through a polarizer in front of the Sm cell to define a
direction of polarization parallel to the static inagnetic
field Bo (nlig. ht). Behind the Sm cell, the resulting car-
rier and Raman sideband fields passed through a low-
order A, /4 quartz plate that was carefully aligned to have
its slow axis parallel to the polarization of the carrier field
and to yield the required phase retardation of 8=90'; the
polarization analyzer was inserted with /=45 . With this
scheme, the FM-RHS could be recorded; for the detection
of the generally stronger AM-RHS, a phase retardation of
8=0 was obtained by placing an additional A, /4 plate in
front of the analyzer to compensate the effect of the first
retardation plate. As a result, AM- and FM-RHS could
be measured subsequently without degrading the precise
optical alignment that was necessary to isolate the FM-
RHS. Crosstalk effects due to remaining optical imper-
fections led to a detection limit for weak FM signals that
corresponds to an amplitude ratio of AM- and FM-RHS
of

~
rnAM/rnFM

~

300.
Natural Sm consists of a mixture of seven isotopes with

mass numbers 144, 147, 148, 149, 150, 152, and 154; ac-
cording to the Lande factor of gq ——1.50 for the J= 1

ground state of the even Sm isotopes, the Zeeman split-
ting of the in sublevels is given by a Bohr frequency of
QH-80 (2m X21 MHz)/mT. Using cell temperatures of
900—1100 K, the resonant small-signal absorption of the
Doppler broadened (ku =2m X700 MHz) "Sm transition
had a typical value of 10% which corresponds to a ' Sm
number density of N=4X 10' cm . For these number
densities, propagation effects in the sample and Sm-Sm
collisions had no influence on the line shapes of the Ra-
man heterodyne signals.

The Sm vapor was contained in an aluminum oxide
ceramic tube 20 cm in length and 1 cm in diameter. The
cell was placed betwo:n a pair of Helmholtz coils that
generated the static magnetic field Bo', the earth's magnet-
ic field was compensated for by a small additional mag-
netic field. The fused quartz cell windows were held by
brass fittings mounted on the ends of the ceramic tube,
with one of the window holders also serving as a connec-
tion to the vacuum and rare-gas handling system. De-
pending on the pressure range, the rare™gas pressure was
measured with a thermoelectric instrument calibrated by a
McLeod pressure gauge, or with a capacitance manome-
ter. The ceramic tube was heated in its central part over a
length I.=3 em and water cooled at its ends. In order to
rule out signal contributions due to the magnetic stray
field of the heating elements, the heating current was
pulsed in 10-ms intervals with the output of the photo-
detector being electronically blocked during these times.

The rf magnetic field of frequency AH-2irX20 MHz
was produced by a coil 8 cm in length and 10 cm in diam-
eter that was centered to the optical interaction region.
The coil was part of a resonantly tuned LC circuit driven

by a rf power amplifier; the amplifier input voltage and
the rf lock-in reference signal were supplied by a frequen-

cy synthesizer. The whole Sm cell, except for its win-

dows, was surrounded by a 1-mrn copper shielding to
prevent rf pickup in the detection system. With a rf input
power of 20 mW, the resulting magnetic field amplitude
in the interaction region was 80-2 pT, a sufficiently
small value to exclude rf saturation effects.

The optical heterodyne beat signal was generated in a
fast p i n--photodiode connected to a 30-dB rf preampli-
fier. Before reaching the rf lock-in ainplifier input, the
heterodyne signal passed a diode switch controlled by the
heating current (see above) and a band pass device (band-
width b,v-3 MHz) used to prevent an overload of the rf
lock-in amplifier (Princeton 5202} with wideband noise.
For the measurement of rf resonance signals, the rf detun-

ing was varied by sweeping the static magnetic field Bo at
a fixed value for coH. Alternatively, the laser frequency
coE could be swept to obtain the dependence of the RHS
on the laser detuning kuo with respect to the Doppler-
broadened optical transition. The signal averaging was
performed by a minicomputer.

B. Measurements

In Fig. 6, AM- and FM-RHS are shown as a function
of laser frequency under conditions of resonant rf excita-
tion (hei ——0}. The AM-RHS clearly shows the Doppler-
broadened contributions of the five even Sm isotopes with

WN 0 (I
lO

I I I t i

(a)

C

Ql
CO 0-
C

'U
0

~o 0.5-
C
CO

E
K

-0 5-

Laser frequency

FIG. 6. Measured in-phase components of AM-RHS (a) and
FM-RHS (b) as a function of laser frequency under conditions
of resonant rf excitation (AH ——0). The signal contributions of
the various even Sm isotopes are indicated. The He buffer-gas
pressure ~as pH, ——3.0 mbar. For arrow see text.
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the relative peak heights being determined by the natural

isoto e abundancy; ' the odd ' Sm and ' Sm isotopes
have largely different rf resonance frequencies and yield
no contributions to the measured RHS. It may be noted
in this context that a measurement of the AM-RHS in

dependence on laser frequency can be used for a sensitive,
background-free detection of weak, Doppler-broadened
absorption. Here, the resonant rf excitation can serve as a
kind of tracer discriminating various species as, e.g., even
and odd isotopes.

The comparison of AM- and FM-RHS suggests the
conclusion that the AM signal varies similar to Doppler-
broadened optical absorption and that the FM-RHS has
the derivativelike shape of the corresponding optical
dispersion: This behavior has been predicted by (3.42) as
a consequence of the absorptive and dispersive detection
sensitivities connected with AM and FM Raman hetero-

dyne detection, respectively. We also note that both RHS
here have comparable maximum amplitudes; it will be-

come clear below that this fact is related to the high He-

buffer-gas pressure of p =3.0 mbar used for the measure-
ment shown in Fig. 6.

Raman heterodyne signals as a function of the rf detun-

ing b,H (rf resonance signals) were obtained with a con-
stant nonzero laser detuning of kuo- —ku with respect to
the 's Sm transition as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 6.
This allowed us to obtain both AM- and FM-RHS under

C

JD
g$I
U

~~
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E
Cg

cOx
K

1-
0-

0
S

2.5
He pressure {mbar)

7.5

identical experimental conditions; the in-phase com-
ponents of the corresponding rf resonance signals now
have the shape of resonance peaks of opposite polarity for
AM- and FM-RHS (see Fig. 6). As one example, we show
in Fig. 7 typical experimental signals that display the vari-
ation of the rf resonance linewidths and signal amplitudes
of AM- and FM-RHS with increasing He pressure:
Without Sm-He collisions (pH, ——0 mbar}, both AM and
FM signals have equal linewidths; according to the Lande
factor given above, these linewidths correspond to
hr0, ~2 2nX15.0 kHz {HWHM). For pH, ——0.09 mbar,
the AM-RHS linewidth is increased by almost a factor of
2 while the FM width is now lhcoi&2-2n &(115 kHz; final-
ly, the RHS recorded at pH, ——0.5 mbar shows that the
linewidth of the AM-RHS is again reduced to a value
close to the no-collision linewidth, and that there is only
little change in the width of the FM-RHS. From the
scale factors given in Fig. 7 and from Fig. 8, it can also be
seen that the amplitude ratio

~
m&M/rnFM

~

decreases
drastically with buffer-gas pressure mainly as a result of a
decreasing AM-RHS amplitude.

The measured He pressure dependence of the rf reso-
nance linewidths of AM- and FM-RHS is shown by the
data points in Fig. 9(a); the corresponding results obtained
with Ne, Ar, and Xe perturbers are shown in Fig. 9(b},
9{c), and 9(d), respectively. In all cases, we observe a
qualitatively similar behavior of the F)NI-RHS linewidths
and a sharp increase of the AM-RHS linewidths at low
pressures. The pressure dependence of the AM linewidths
at hrge pressures, however, shows characteristic varia-
tions for the different collision partners. In particular, the
distinct maximum observed in the AM-RHS linewidth for
Helium collision partners is absent for the heavier rare
gases; here, the linewidth of the AM-RHS remains consid-
erably larger than that of the FM signal also in the case of
high pressures.

During our measurements, the optical power density of
the laser field was kept at 600 pW/mm2 (+20%) except
for the case of zero rare-gas pressure. In the latter case,
the cell entrance window got slightly covered with con-
densing Sm vapor and the intensity was effectively re-

FIG. 7. Measured in-phase AM-RHS (a) and FM-RHS (b) as
a function of static magnetic field 80 (rf resonance signals) for
three values of He pressure. For other experimental parameters
see text.

FIG. 8. Measured magnitudes (arbitrary units) of AM- and
FM-RHS for kop —2w&(700 MHz and 50=0 as a function of
He pressure. The lines between the data points are a guide to
the eye; typical error bars are indicated.
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duced to =250 pW jmm . The FM-RHS linewidths at
low pressures (@&0.5 mbar) and the AM linewidth at
p =0 mbar increased vvhen the laser beam diameter was
reduced by means of an aperture; this indicates that they
were determined by transit-time effects. We also note that
for intermediate rare-gas densities (@=0.2—0.5 mbar),
the AM-RHS linewidths decreased with increasing optical
power while the FM line~idths remained approximately
constant. An explanation of this interesting phenomenon
will be given below.
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V. DISCUSSION

Here we first give a qualitative interpretation for the
experimentally observed pressure dependence of the rf res-
onance line shapes; we especially show how the rate con-
stants for VCC and depolarizing collisions can be derived
separately from such experimental data. In a second step,
the validity of our theoretical description is tested quanti-
tatively by direct comparison of experimentally observed
and calculated RHS linewidths. We finally discuss the
collisional cross sections and colhsion kernel parameters
that are obtained from the measurements and calcula-
tions.
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FIG. 9. Measured pressure dependence of AM-RHS
linewidths (sold squares) and of FM-RHS linemidths (open
squares) for He (a), Ne (b), Ar (c), and Xe (d) rare-gas collision
partners. The solid and dotted lines correspond to numerically
calculated AM-RHS linevidths (see text) for different parame-
ter values: He ( ), yvcc ——30&10 s 'mbar ', a=0.985;
Ne { ), yvcc ——19&10 s 'mbar ', a=0.97; Ne (. . . ),
yvcc=9g 10' s-' mbar-', a=0.94; Ar ( ), y
~ 10's-' mbar-', a=0.96; ~ ~ ~ )

yvcc ——9X 10' s-' mbar-', a=0.93; Xe ( ),
yvcc ——13.5X10 s 'mbar ', a=0.95; Xe (- . . ),

yvcc ——11&10 s ' mbar ', a=0.95. Dashed lines: see text.

A. Pressure dependence of rf resonance line shapes

The distinctly different pressure dependence of AM-
and FM-RHS line shapes can be understood by recalling
the theoretical predictions on the influence of collisional
velocity diffusion and sublevel coherence decay on the line
shapes of the Raman heterodyne signals (see Sec. IIIC),
and by considering the pressure dependence of the corre-
sponding rate constants yvcc and ys that is qualitatively
outlined in Fig. 10.

(i) FM RHS linewi-dths Theory p.redicts that the FM-
RHS linewidth is given in a good approximation by
hei»2 ——ys, where ys is the time rate that describes the
decay of ground-state population difference and Hertzian
coherence. In our case, this decay rate has two contribu-
tions of opposite pressure dependence (see Fig. 10) that re-
sult from depolarizing collisions (y, ) and from diffusive
thermal motion through the optical interaction region
(transit time, y„). At large pressures, we have ys =y, ; we
observe a linear increase of the FM-RHS linewidths with
pressure as a result of the rising time rate of depolarizing
collisions. The corresponding rate constant y, thus can
be derived directly with only small systematic errors from
the increase of the FM-RHS linewidths at high perturber
densities. For low pressures, the transit-time broadening
yields significant contributions and the measured FM-
RHS linevndths show relatively small variations due to
the opposite pressure dependence of y, and y„. Let us
also mention that in the limit of very low perturber densi-
ties and a correspondingly weak VCC-induced FM signal,
the measured FM-RHS linewidths can be easily infiu-
enced by signal contributions that originate from
"crosstalk" between AM- and FM-RHS. In our FM-RHS
linewidth datasligh, tly increased values for b,coi~q at the
lowest nonzero He and Ne pressure in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)
in fact indicate the presence of small crosstalk contribu-
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~~Y~,

Rare-gas pressure

FIG. 10. Outline of the pressure dependence of the transit-
time decay rate (y„), of the rate of depolarizing collisions (y, ),
and of the VCC rate constant y~c~. The pressure dependence of
the FM-RHS linewidths is determined by h~~/2(FM)
=y ——y„+y„' for low rare-gas pressures, the AM-RHS
linewidths increase according to hco~/2(AM) =yycq+y~.

tions in the detected FM-RHS (see below).
(ii) AM-RHS linewidths. Our calculations show that

the AM-RHS linewidths strongly depend on the ratio of
rate constants 6 =yvcc/ys that gives the average number
of VCC during the sublevel coherence hfetime. In our ex-
periment, the characteristic parameter 6 is given at low
pressures (y„&y„see Fig. 10) by the average number of
VCC during the beain transit time (6=yvcc/y„), and it
rises with increasing pressure to the limiting value

6 =yvcc/ys that only depends on the collision partners
involved. The possible strong variation of 6 with per-
turber density is most instructively illustrated with the He
pressure dependence of the AM-RHS linewidths shown in

Fig. 9(a). The rapid increase of 6 with buffer-gas pres-
sure leads to an initial sharp rise and a subsequent de-

crease of the measured linewidths; the reduction of the
AM-RHS linewidths to values close to those of the FM-
RHS at large He pressures indicates a nearly complete
thermalization in the velocity distribution of Hertzian
coherence ( G » 1).

At low pressures, the condition 6 & 1 is fulfilled for all
studied rare gases and the commonly observed strong ini-
tial pressure broadening of the AM-RHS is the result of a
correspondingly strong increase of yvcc with perturber
density. If the pressure variations of ys can be neglected„
it is thus possible to derive the time rate of velocity-
changing collisions directly from the low-pressure in-

crease of the AM-RHS rf resonance linewidths (see Fig.
10).

The further rise of rare-gas pressure then yields 6 & 1

and the resulting onset of reverse velocity diffusion leads
to a ledllctloI1 of flic initial broadening (Ecoi yi (7'vcc
+ys) and to the predicted development of pronounced
wings in the line shape of the AM-RHS as can be so:n in

Fig. 7 for pH, ——0.5 mbar It is clear th. at the pressure
dependence of the AM-RHS linewidths is for 6 & 1 also
influenced in a complicated manner by the width and

structure of the velocity-change spectrum and by the pres-
sure broadening of the homogeneous optical linewidth.
Considering our theoretical predictions (see Fig. 4), the
observed reduction of the AM-RHS linewidths due to
large optical power densities can be easily explained as a
consequence of the power broadening of the effective opti-
cal linewidth.

(iii) RHS amplitudes F. or
~

kuo
~

=ku, we expect
a decrease of the RHS amplitude ratio from

~
mAM/mFM

~

=ku/2I in the collisionless case to values
close to one for 6 »1. In our measurements, the nearly
complete thermalization of the velocity distribution of
Hertzian coherence at large He pressures in fact leads to

~
m«/mFM

~

=1.5 for pH, ——3.0 mbar (see Fig. 6); the
overall shape of the Ineasured pressure dependence of
mAM and m FM (see Fig. 8) is in good agreement with cal-
culations. Only for zero rare-gas pressure, a significant
disagreement exists between the measured value of

~
mAMlmFM

~

=63 (see Fig. 7) and the predicted (3.42)
upper limit of

~
m«/m„M

~

=ku/21'=1. 5X10'
[ku =2m. X 700 MHz, 1 =2Ir X0.23 MHz (Ref. 22)]. We
have found that this discrepancy is due to the fact that
the FM-RHS measured at p =0 mbar is dominated by a
small crosstalk signal; this crosstalk signal is proportional
to the AM-RHS and is related to the slightly different
transverse dimensions of the copropagating laser and Ra-
man sideband fields. ' Our experimental results clearly
demonstrate, however, that the crosstalk signal is suffi-
ciently weak to be neglected with respect to the VCC-
induced FM-RHS even in the case of only low densities of
collision partners.

B. Numerical calculations

The experimental data (see Fig. 9) show that the pres-
sure dependence of the AM-RHS linewidths at large pres-
sures (p & 0.2 mbar) is characteristically different for He,
Ne, Ar, and Xe perturbers, indicating a corresponding
difference in the infiuence of collisions on the Raman
heterodyne signals. From a general point of view, this
fact is not surprising since the spectrum of collisional
velocity changes and the efficiency of collisional depolari-
zation are related to the shape of the state-dependent in-
teratomic potential and to the mass ratio of active and
perturber atoms. Our phenom enological theoretical
model, however, is not based on a physical potential and
uses the formally independent parameters ys, yvcc, a,
and 1 to take into account the effects of collisions. In the
following, the possible accuracy of this approach in
describing quantitatively the entire shape of the measured
AM-RHS pressure broadening is tested by numerical cal-
culations. As a particular result of such calculations, we
expect to obtain some information on the width of the
collision kernels W(U'~U) and on the adequacy of the
Keilson-Storer model for the considered case of
Sm —rare-gas collisions.

Our numerical calculations are based on Eq. (3.38) and
use an appropriate and consistent choice of the collision
parameters. The rate constant yg is derived from the
smoothed values of the experimental FM-RHS linewidths
as given by the dashed lines in Fig. 9; the values of yvcc
are chosen to be proportional to pressure with an increase
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matching the initial broadening (@~0. 1 mbar} of the
AM-RHS.

We further assume an effective optical linewidth
I '=(I +I~)'~ to describe the width of the optically
resonant velocity ensemble. We here take into account the
pressure-dependent decay rate of optical coherence
I =14/2+1, ; also, for p &1 mbar, there is a residual
power broadening of the optical excitation (I'z) that can
be calculated with an approximated nonperturbative solu-
tion of (3.22a)—(3.22d). 's To describe the pressure
broadening of the homogeneous optical linewidth, we set
I', & yvcc, where 1, is the total dephasing rate of optical
coherence due to collisional velocity changes and due to
the state dependence of the collisional interaction poten-
tial. " The values of I', that are proportional to pressure
and the pressure-independent values of the collision kernel
parameter a were chosen for optimum agreement between
calculated and measured AM-RHS linewidths.

The resulting calculated AM-RHS linewidths are
shown as solid lines in Fig. 9. In the case of He, a suitable
choice of the free parameters (see the figure caption)
yields calculated AM-RHS linewidths that agree almost
entirely with the measured values in the limits of their ex-
perimental uncertainty. Significant discrepancies, howev-

er, arise especially for Ne and Ar where the calculated
linewidths are significantly smaller than the measured
values for high rare-gas pressures. We have found that
this behavior is independent of the choice of a and I', as
long as the physically reasonable condition I, &yvcc is
not violated. A satisfactory overall agreement is possible
only if values of yvcc are used that he below those de-
rived from the initial pressure broadening of the AM-
RHS. The corresponding calculated AM-RHS linewidths
are shown as dotted lines in Figs. 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d). In
all fitting attempts, the assumption of a collisional
broadening of the homogeneous optical linewidth accord-
ing to I', =yvcc resulted in the best agreement of experi-
mental and calculated linewidths.

To give an explanation for the observed discrepancies
between measured and calculated AM-RHS linewidths, let
us note that our theoretical model assumes, by making the
approximation kb, u » I for the width of the Gaussian
collision kernel, that the velocity-change spectrum con-
tains a negligible contribution of collisional velocity
changes that lie below the experimental limit of velocity
resolution given by the homogeneous optical linewidth I .
In fact, the values of the collision parameters used in the
numerical calculations are always consistent with the con-
dition kb, u » I, thereby suggesting that the decrease of
velocity resolution at large pressures due to the pressure
broadening of the homogeneous optical linewidth I is of
no importance. The pressure dependence of the velocity
resolution can be important, however, if the diffractive
peak of the physical velocity-change spectrum leads to a
somewhat increased number of small velocity changes
connected with a Doppler shift that is comparable to the
homogeneous optical linewidth: Such velocity changes
can affect the AM-RHS linewidths only if they lie above
the velocity resolution limit, i.e., for k

~

u —U
~

& I . As a
consequence, these small velocity changes might only con-
tribute to the values of yvcc as measured at low rare-gas

pressures (small I } while being insignificant for the AM-
RHS linewidths at large pressures (large I'}. Thus, the
physically expected deviations from the simple shape of
the velocity-change spectrum assumed in the calculations
[see Eq. (3.24)] can explain our finding that for large pres-
sures, reduced values for yvcc have to be used in the cal-
culations to obtain an improved agreement of measured
and calculated linewidths. Up to now, however, it is not
clear why the observed discrepancies are negligible or low
in the case of He and Xe while they appear to be large for
Ne and Ar perturbers. Some knowledge on the shapes of
the interatomic potentials and of the real collision kernels
would be very helpful to illuminate this point.

Let us finally note that the numerical calculations
shown in Fig. 9 demonstrate that the calculated overall
pressure dependence of the AM-RHS linewidths can
strongly depend on the values used for yvcc. Therefore,
some of the discrepancies between measured and calculat-
ed AM linewidths at large pressures might also result
from the fact that in our case, yvcc was derived from
only one or two data points at low rare-gas densities.
However, the reduction of yves& required to fit the AM-
RHS linewidths for Ne and Ar at high pressures is too
large to be explained only by unprecise measurements of
the rate constant yvcc.

C. Results of measurements

As has been shown, the rate constants y, (yvcc} can be
derived directly from the F}NI- (AM-)RHS linewidths at
large (low) buffer-gas pressures. The collisional cross sec-
tions o, and ovc~ are connected to the corresponding rate
constants through the general relation

where Np ——p/(kz T) denotes the perturber density, and U„

is the average relative thermal speed,

8k+ T
U~= +

Eflux

Pl p
(5.2)

with mz and mz being the mass of active and perturber
atoms, respectively. Table I shows the value for cr, and
o vcc that were obtained from our experimental data, list-
ed together with the hard-sphere collisional cross sections
ai, =n(r„+rl } derived from tabulated values for the
atomic radii rz and rp. %e assume a relative error in o,
of typically +10%, whereas the values given for ovcc are
only first estimates based on the small number of data
points at low rare-gas pressures. In Table I we also show
the values of the Keilson-Storer parameter a that resulted
in the best overall agreement of measured and calculated
AM-RHS linewidths. For He, Ne, and Ar, the displayed
hard-sphere values ai, give a width of the used collision
kernel (2.24) which corresponds to the width of the hard-
sphere collision kernal in the limit of light perturbers
(imp (&ply).

An intuitive interpretation of the experimental data for
o.„ov~c, and a is possible by comparing them to the
hard-sphere values o~ and ap, The ratio of VCC and
hard-sphere collisional cross sections varies between
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TABLE I. Experimentally determined values for the collision parameters. For comparison, the

hard-sphere values aI, and O,p, are also displayed.

1.4
5.3

12
16

vcc
(A )

180
240
320
340

28
30
36
47

0.985
0.94
0.93
0.95

0.966
0.836
0.670

ovcc/os=6(He) and ovcc/cd =9 (Ar). This indicates
that, essentially independent of the mass of the perturber
atoms, the velocity changes connected with the long-range
part of the interatomic potential are in our case sufficient
to remove the active atoms from optical resonance. It is
consistent with this picture to obtain a & ai„ i.e, the actual
average collisional velocity changes are smaller than in the
hard-sphere limit; as has been mentioned above, however,
the values of a given here can only serve as a rough esti-
mate for the width of the broad part of the physical col-
lision kernel.

We also note that the measured cross sections for depo-
larizing collisions, o„are always smaller than crvcc by 1

to 2 orders of magnitude. This fact is not surprising since
calculations predict an only weakly disturbed spherical
symmetry for the electronic charge distribution of the Sm
4f66s2 configuration at large radii due to the large effec-
tive radius of the 6s orbital. As a consequence, the an-

isotropy of the Sm Fi ground-state —rare-gas collision
potential is negligible in its long-range part, and the
ground-state Zeeman coherence is preserved during col-
lisions with large impact parameters ("weak" collisions).
In the case of He perturbers, the large difference between

o, and the hard-sphere cross section ol, in addition yields
a low probability of collisional depolarization also for col-
lisions with a small impact parameter ("strong" col-
lisions). For Ne, Ar, and Xe perturbers, the considerably
larger values for o, indicate that here strong colhsions
can efficientl destroy the Zeeman coherence. This fact
suggests that, compared to He perturbers, the heavier rare
gases show increased contributions of weak collisions in
the velocity diffusion of Hertzian coherence.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have studied collision effects in a rf-laser double-

resonance experiment on a Zeeman split J=l~J'=0
transition using Rarnan heterodyne detection of the rf-

excited ground-state sublevel coherence. The well-defined

velocity selectivity of AM- and FM-RHS has offered the

possibility to separately analyze the signal contributions
of different velocity subgroups, thus revealing the influ-

ence of sublevel coherence-preserving, velocity-changing
collisions on the line shapes of the optically detected rf
resonances. A novel theoretical description of the rf-

optical double resonance process has been presented that
phenomenologically takes into account the colhsional

velocity diffusion of the active atoms during their rf exci-
tation. The predicted signal features have been demon-

strated with atomic samarium vapor and rare-gas collision
partners; from the comparison of calculated and measured
results cross sections for both VCC and depolarizing col-
lisions have been derived. Moreover, information on the
spectrum of the velocity changes connected with
alignment-preserving colhsions has been obtained.

The observed discrepancies between measured and cal-
culated RHS linewidths are probably related to the simple
assumptions of the present theoretical model. A refined
theoretical description that permits a more appropriate
choice of the collision kernel and that takes into account
the limitations in velocity resolution, should remove these
discrepancies and lead to more elaborate data especially
for the relevant velocity-change spectrum. It may be not-
ed in this context that our double-resonance technique is
in principle applicable to'both electronic ground states
and optically excited states with a high' sensitivity; for the
detailed study of the collisional relaxation of Zeeman sub-
levels, the method might therefore be an interesting alter-
native to the current techniques using stimulated photon
echoes. In contrast to photon-echo experiments, howev-
er, the velocity resolution obtainable with the measure-
ment of rf resonance linewidths in cw experiments is
strictly limited to velocity changes yielding a Doppler
shift of more than the homogeneous optical linewidth.

Our discussion of the effect of velocity-changing col-
lisions in a rf-laser double-resonance experiment also con-
tributes to a new vista into the role of collisions in laser
spectroscopy of sublevel structures: The hmitation of the
observation time of the active atoms due to narrow-
bandwidth optical excitation and simultaneous velocity
diffusion can be of importance for a variety of spectro-
scopic techniques that use a velocity-selective excitation
and detection of either sublevel populations or sublevel
coherence; one specific example is the measurement of
ground-state level-crossing resonances in Doppler-
broadened samples with the use of narrow-bandwidth
laser excitation. ' On the other hand, the collisional
velocity diffusion of sublevel coherence within an optical
Doppler distribution can also give rise to new phenomena.
In this context, we note the recent observation of Ramsey
resonances in a purely optical-optical double-resonance
experiment in Sm vapor due to VCC. In general, the in-
fluence of VCC on the resolution of the sublevel energy
splitting in a particular experiment veil depend on the ex-
perimental technique as well as on the studied atomic or
molecular system. The calculation of the expected VCC
effects should be possible in many cases with formalisms
similar to the one displayed in this paper.
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We also note that VCC may serve as a model for relax-

ation mechanisms found in solids. ' A recent deriva-

tion, e.g. , of modified optical Bloch equations for solids
uses a formalism that bears a close analogy to transport
equations describing the effects of colhsions in atomic va-

pors. 9 Thus, the calculation and observation of VCC ef-
fects in a rf-laser double-resonance experiment may
stimulate new relaxation and line-broadening studies in
solid-state spectroscopy. As a specific example we men-

tion Ram an heterodyne studies on magnetic line-

broadening processes in dilute impurity ion crystals in the
limit of high rf excitation fields. Moreover, the experi-
mental technique reported here may offer new possibilities
to study interline energy transfer processes arising from
ion-ion interactions in solids under conditions of narrow-
bandwidth laser excitation; ' in this context the
knowledge on collision effects in atomic vapors might also
prove useful to model such spectral diffusion among ions
in crystals.

The technique of AM and FM Raman heterodyne
detection of rf-optical double resonance in gaseous sam-

ples also has a large potential beyond the study of atomic
collisions. The narrow-bandwidth detection of the rf beat
signal corresponding to the AM-RHS can be used for a

highly sensitive, background-free measurement of weak
absorptions in Doppler-broadened media or atomic beams,
making this scheme a possible alternative to other sensi-
tive techniques like magnetic rotation spectroscopy or
frequency inodulation spectroscopy.

The FM Raman heterodyne detection offers a new way
for the study of small asymmetric distortions in the atom-
ic velocity distribution resulting from, e.g., chemical and
photochemical reactions, electronic colhsions, or from the
absorption of photons. Especially the effect of photon
impact on the FM-RHS is of interest for future studies
since the momentum of the driving light field here acts as
an additional nonlinear mechanism in the generation of
the Raman sidebands. '
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